The Science of 9/11

Since Steve Jones and I have diverged in our attitude and our approach toward the science and the politics of 9/11 research, here are some videos that explain basic differences between us.

Since Steve Jones and I have diverged in our attitude and our approach toward the science and the politics of 9/11 research, here are some videos that explain basic differences between us:

Jim Fetzer on 9/11 in Columbus, OH, Part 1
Jim Fetzer on 9/11 in Columbus, OH, Part 2
Jim Fetzer on 9/11 in Columbus, OH, Part 3
Jim Fetzer on 9/11 in Columbus, OH, Part 4

These videos are from a presentation on 17 February 2007. On 24 February 2007, in Chandler, AZ, Steve and I participated in discussion of our differences. Here is a video of that session:

Scholars Debate: Jim Fetzer and Steve Jones on 9/11 Science

Here is my opening presentation with a few slides restored:

The Science of 9/11: Part 1
The Science of 9/11: Part 2

Scholars will be sponsoring a conference on "The Science of 9/11: What's Controversial and What's Not", 3-5 August 2007, in Madison, WI. An updated announcement has been posted on this web site above.

Joe Friendly / Jim Fetzer, Founder, Scholars for 9/11 Truth
[Editor's note: the physics of the demolition of the WTC]
Posted 1 May 2007 interview conducted in New York, 1/1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vpYDVq8164

Joe Friendly / Jim Fetzer, Founder, Scholars for 9/11 Truth
[Editor's note: abusing the media to implant false stories]
Posted 1 May 2007 interview conducted in New York, 1/2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OveWpl-qoA

Joe Friendly / Jim Fetzer, Founder, Scholars for 9/11 Truth
[Editor's note: pulverized steel or thermate at the WTC]
Posted 1 May 2007 interview conducted in New York, 2/1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PsNJpW7SVTk

Joe Friendly / Jim Fetzer, Founder, Scholars for 9/11 Truth
[Editor's note: review of Steve E. Jones's 9/11 research]
Posted 1 May 2007 interview conducted in New York, 2/2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONiXDtZo2ts

MORE

The Science of 9/11 with Judy Wood and Morgan Reynolds (transcript)
2 January 2007, "The Dynamic Duo", Jim Fetzer, host

PROOF OF THERMATE QUESTIONED: Prof. Fetzer vs. Prof. Jones
6 May 2007, James H. Fetzer and Steven E. JonesRethinking Thermite (for reconsideration)
http://www.debunking911.com/thermite.htm

Steve Jones, REVISITING 9/11/2001: Applying the Scientific Method

Jim Fetzer, A few odd features of Steve Jones "new paper"
http://www.911researchers.com/node/488#comments

Jim Fetzer, On Scientific Method and 9/11 Research (audio)
AKA "The Manipulation of the 9/11 Community" (transcript )

Stephen Phillips, A Critique of Steve Jones "new paper"
[Editor's note: The author is a theoretical physicist specializing in superstring and brane theory, who is the author of three books and a former university lecturer.]
http://janedoe0911.tripod.com/physicist_critiques_jones.html

NEW

Dr. Greg Jenkins' Surprise "Interview"
of Prof. Judy Wood: A Transcript Analysis
7 May 2007, janedoe0911.tripod.com, Judy Wood
http://janedoe0911.tripod.com/Jenkins_transcript.html

Judy Wood responds to invitation from Steve Jones
http://janedoe0911.tripod.com/Jones_Response1.html
http://janedoe0911.tripod.com/Jones_Response2.html
http://janedoe0911.tripod.com/Jenkins_transcript.html

Some links to video on the latest directed energy weaponry

Jim

James H. Fetzer
Founder
Scholars for 9/11 Truth